ABOUT THE EXHIBITIONS
DEAR TEACHER:
This guide will assist you in preparing for your tour of Gallery 2’s Winter Exhibitions - And Even
Dust Can Burst Into Flames by Genevieve Robertson and Stratigraphy by Leora Gesser. It also
provides activities to facilitate discussion before and after your Gallery visit. Engaging in the
suggested activities will reinforce ideas generated by the tour and build continuity between
the Gallery experience and your ongoing work in the classroom. Most activities require few
materials and can be adapted easily to the age, grade level and needs of your students.
The tour has three main goals:
• to introduce students to Leora Gesser’s and Genevieve Robertson’s work and artistic 		
practice
• to consider the themes of climate change and human interaction with nature and 			
environment in art
• to explore the artwork within historical, social, and cultural contexts
The tour will take approximately 60-90 minutes and the exhibitions are open until April 24.
For bookings, please contact us at programs@g2gf.ca

EXHIBITION BACKGROUND:
Leora Gesser - Stratigraphy
The term “stratigraphy” is primarily used by geologists and focuses on the study of rock
layers, called strata, to investigate what occurred historically in an area. The term is also used
by archeologists to identify the contents of strata in order to create a picture of the human
culture that lived during a particular time. Using these scientific concepts to drive a personal
discovery of the relationship between strata, time, boundaries, place, and culture, Stratigraphy
examines what has come before us; celebrating the beauty of the earth’s layers on which we
metaphorically and physically stand. Stratigraphy features paintings and prints of landscapes
that are curious and seemingly unknown, but on closer examination there are signs, symbols,
and layers that become more recognizable. This exhibition is a celebration of the richness and
diversity that surrounds us in the natural world, but also a representation of the complexity
and fragility of our planet, reminding us all of what is at stake.

ABOUT THE EXHIBITIONS
Genevieve Robertson - And Even Dust Can Burst Into Flames
Genevieve Robertson’s large-scale drawings on paper involve extensive physical exploration
and are materially linked to specific regions and their land and resource politics. This body of
drawings uses pigments made with found carbon-based materials – coal, graphite, ash and
wildfire-derived charcoal – collected in the East and West Kootenays where coal and graphite
mining take place and climate-induced wildfires are increasing in severity. This exhibition
questions how drawing with carbon might provide reflection on this universal material and its
duality as both a life-bearing element and its role in resource extraction and climate change.
The drawings are meant to invoke the primordial plant and animal life-forms from which their
materials originate, and perhaps give substance to the ecological grief that many people are
experiencing as our planet, and region changes.

ARTIST’S BACKGROUND:
Leora Gesser

Leora Gesser (b. 1952) is a BC artist, retired college instructor, published researcher and
academic. She has created theatre sets, designed and painted a cover for a published research
book, and has shown in student exhibitions. She attended ACAD for four years (2003, 2008
- 2011) where she actively participated in the Painting and Drawing Department. She works
mainly with mixed media but enjoys collage, sculpture, and print making. Leora uses a process
which includes photography, collage and painting. In the last four years, she has exhibited her
solo show “Boundaries” in five BC galleries. This work was meant to push viewers to see the
unpredictability and uncertainty in their own landscapes and challenge their beliefs in the
harmony and serenity found in the natural world around them. Her new exhibition entitled
“Stratigraphy” explores the relationship between geological strata, time, place and culture.
She creates landscapes that invite viewers into what appears, at first glance, to be unknown
territory but at a closer glance exposes a narrative of symbols, layers and signs.

Genevieve Robertson

Genevieve Robertson (b. 1984) is an interdisciplinary artist with a background in
environmental studies. Her drawings map a visceral and long-term engagement with her
research in the Kootenays, the Salish Sea and the Fraser and Columbia rivers. There, she
has engaged with the complexities that emerge when relating to land and water in a time
of large-scale industrial exploitation and climate precarity. Robertson has participated in
residencies and been included in publications internationally and exhibited her work at the
Libby Leshgold Gallery at Emily Carr University of Art and Design, the Pensacola Museum
(Florida), Touchstones Museum (Nelson), Access Gallery and Or Gallery (Vancouver), the New
Gallery (Calgary), Walter Phillips Gallery, Banff Centre, the Morris and Helen Belkin Gallery
at the University of British Columbia, the Nanaimo Art Gallery and the Burnaby Art Gallery.
She holds an MFA from Emily Carr University (2016) and a BFA from NSCAD University (2009).
Genevieve’s work is informed by a personal and intergenerational history of resource labour in
remote forestry camps on the West Coast of British Columbia.

PRE OR POST VISIT ACTIVITY - CLIMATE CHANGE ART ACTIVITY
Grades K-7
Objective:
Students visualize the things that they consider to be important in the
environment and why it is important to them, their community, and the world.
Discussion:
Before beginning the art activity, have the class brainstorm things to draw that
are related to climate change and the environment. Some ideas:
• Something that is important to the environment
• Something that is important to you (e.g. going camping in the bush, 			
having a clean playground, swimming in the river or lake)
• Your favourite animal in our region
• Something that you can do to protect the environment
• Something you like to do on the land
• Modes of transportation
Materials:
• 8.5 x 11 pieces of paper for each student (regular or coloured)
• Markets, pencil crayons, or crayons
• Tape or glue
• 1 large piece of craft paper or a few pieces of poster board taped together
Process:
1. Hand out paper and colouring materials to each student
2. Have each student draw a picture of something that is important to the
environment or climate change. If they need ideas, think back to the
brainstorming activity.
3. Glue or tape the image all on one big piece of paper. Hang the paper in the
classroom.
Conclusion:
Discuss the following:
• What did you draw and why did you draw it?
• Why is it important to the environment? What does it have to do with climate
change?
• Which pictures do you like? Why?

PRE OR POST VISIT ACTIVITY - REFLECTION
Grades 8-12
Objective:
Students reflect on how their personal actions and relationships with nature
and the environment impact climate change and the integrity of our ecosystems
Discussion:
The exhibitions by Genevieve Robertson and Leora Gesser share themes of the
human impact on our environment and global climate. Both artists ask us to
consider the earth’s history while also examining our present moment and the
impact of our actions on the future.
Materials:
• Writing or drawing materials
Process:
• Have students take some time to reflect by either drawing or writing
• Ask students to share some of their reflections and encourage them to
discuss as a class the questions in the Conclusion.
Conclusion:
Discuss the following:
• What were some of the actions and relationships with nature and the
environment that students reflected upon?
• What are some of the actions that students intend to take to improve their
own personal impact on climate change?
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